Each accommodation area has its own bin store for your general waste and recycling to be collected, please separate these items using the bags provided before disposing in the relevant bins in your store. We also have charity donation points and electrical recycling bins for your use located across campus for suitable items.

If not returned at the time of your order, you must then leave your online supermarket shopping crates for the drivers at the collection points shown below. Please take your waste and crates to your designated areas and recycle responsibly.

**COLLECTION POINTS**

- **Becket Court**: bin area at the rear of Eliot College, opposite entrance to Becket Court: CT2 7NS
- **Darwin College**: bin area to the rear of Darwin Conference Suite: CT2 7NY
- **Turing College**: both enclosed bin stores opposite the Hub: CT2 7FN
- **Tyler Court**: bin area at the Tyler Hill end of Block C: CT2 7UF
- **Park Wood houses**: bin area between Purchas Court and Lypeatt Court: CT2 7SR/CT2 7SY
- **Park Wood flats**: all bin areas: CT2 7W/S/CT2 7W/T/CT2 7W/U/CT2 7WW
- **Keynes College**: enclosed bin store outside R Block: CT2 7FH

www.kent.ac.uk/accommodation/housekeeping  www.kent.ac.uk/recycling